WIKA Group Invests in IIoT Company Phase IV Engineering
August 31, 2020

press release

Lawrenceville, GA – Phase IV Engineering’s core competency in
IIoT technologies will complement WIKA’s measurement portfolio.
WIKA Group is making a majority investment into Phase IV Engineering,
Inc. Phase IV is an engineering firm headquartered in Boulder, CO that
boasts a strong reputation for innovation in wireless sensor design.
Partnering with Phase IV Engineering will enable customers to leverage
wireless technology with WIKA measurement instruments and systems
across a wide array of products, applications, and markets.
According to Todd Gardner, President of WIKA Americas, WIKA is
“looking forward to working with the Phase IV experts to integrate WIKA
best-in-class measurement technologies with Phase IV’s cutting-edge
IIoT systems.”
“We see this partnership as a game-changer in industrial sensing. By
combining our breakthrough wireless technology with a highly respected
and established industry leader, we are in a unique position to meet the
rapidly growing demand for Industrial IoT solutions,” says Scott
Dalgleish, CEO of Phase IV.
About WIKA Group
For 73 years, WIKA has continuously advanced instrumentation for
pressure, temperature, level, flow, and force measurement. Leveraging
decades of experience, WIKA developed a broad selection of stock and
custom instrumentation as well as engineering services to support plant
safety, productivity, and profitability. A global leader in lean
manufacturing, WIKA has manufacturing locations around the globe,
which enables flexibility and the ability to meet high delivery demands.
www.wika.us

About Phase IV Engineering, Inc.

press release

Phase IV Engineering, Inc. has been a pioneer in wireless sensing for
over 28 years. Their latest Leap Sensors product line leverages the
team’s expertise with wireless technology and edge computing. It is a
complete, adaptable system that meets the demanding needs of
industrial clients. Phase IV offers both off-the-shelf and customized
systems for specific industrial applications. www.PhaseIVengr.com
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